PRO PAC’S 2017

PRO PAC # 1 = 11- 200G BROTHER MULTISHOTS + 1- 6 PACK ARTILLERY
AIR FORCE ONE, GOLDEN PEACOCK, RAINBOW KNIGHT, WILD WEST, TRACER FIRE, GRAND CANYON, MARTIN BOMBER, DAFFODIL, SUPER STALLION, VICTORIA FALLS, WHIRLWIND OF CARIBBEAN

PRO PAC # 3 = 4- 500G BROTHERS MULTISHOTS
UNCLE SAM’S ANSWER, BLONDE JOKE, BABY BOOMERS, OKTOBERFEST

PRO PAC # 6 = 12- 200G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS
WILD STALLION, COSMIC RAIDER, BUCK FEVER, MASTERMINE, HOT HOT HOT, PYRO ALERT, GOLD BROCADE BASH, MILESTONES, CRASHING RAINBOW, SUPER CRACKLING RAINBOW, F-16, CITY CRASHER

PRO PAC # 10 = 4- 500G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS
PARTY LIKE A ROCKSTAR, THIRSTY THURSDAY, MAJOR RIOT, BLING KING

PRO PAC # 19 = 13- 200G BROTHERS MULTISHOTS
LAZER TWIST, RED WHITE BLUE SALUTE, ROUND UP, POW WOW, BLING BLING, DRINKER OF THE WIND, INSTANT REPLAY, CAT 5, SWIM, CYCLE, HILLBILLY ARMOR, AIR FORCE ONE, LUCK O THE IRISH

PRO PAC # 20 = 4- 500G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS
ULTRA TROOPER, CLASSIC COOL # 1, PYRO OVERDRIVE, MAJOR RIOT

PRO PAC # 22 = 2- 500G LARGE DIAMETER 500G MULTISHOTS
AREMED AND READY, WRECKING HAVOC

PRO PAC # 23 = 2- 500G LARGE DIAMETER 500G MULTISHOTS
PACKING HEAT, TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS
PRO PAC # 29 = ASSORTED NOVELTY ITEMS
6 BOXES HYPER 8, 6 BOXES M-45 TANK, 6 BOXES TOP FUEL, 6 BOXES THE GLOBE, 6 BOXES OLD WEST EXPRESS AND 4 BOXES BP7037 MIGHT DRAGON PACKED 4-1

PRO PAC # 30 = 4- 500G BROTHERS MULTISHOTS
MY KINDA PRETTY, JUGGERNAUT, I LOVE FIREWORKS, EASY STREET

PRO PAC # 31 = 4- 500G BROTHERS MULTISHOTS
WICKED COOL, DEFY GRAVITY, TIME TRAP, ONE HECKUVA FIREWORKS

PRO PAC # 36 = 13- BROTHERS FOUNTAINS
BOOBY TRAP, PIZAZZ, EXTRA ZESTY, HURLEY BURLEY, ECSTASY, HIGHBALLIN, BIGFOOT, PURE FANTASY, HITMAKER, SMITHEREENS, LITTLE JOHN, LOUD RHYTHM, BUZZSAW

PRO PAC # 37 = 4- 500G BROTHERS MULTISHOTS
WICKED COOL, HOT WIRE, TIME TRAP, ROCK ON

PRO PAC # 38 = 4- 500G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS
SLAM DUNK, HIGH CLASS, RUSH TO INSANITY, ABSOLUTELY INSANE

PRO PAC # 40 = 4- 500G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS
TOADILY ABSURD, TOADILY BLITZED, TOADILY LOADED, TOADILY MAXED

PRO PAC # 41 = 7- 200G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS
ALL MINE, MIXED UP MESS, NO NAME, F-15, GO GET R, WICKED FINALE, BREAKING POINT FINALE

PRO PAC # 42 = 2- 500G BROTHERS MULTISHOTS
WAY OUT THERE AND HEADLINER

PRO PAC # 43 = 4- 500G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS
A CUT ABOVE, UNDER THE RADAR, HIGH EXPECTATION AND MASS APPEAL

PRO PAC # 44 = 2- 500G PYRO KING MULTISHOTS (9 SHOT)
PYRO KING 900 AND PYRO KING 950

PRO PAC # 45 = 4 LEGEND 500G MULTISHOTS
BIG MOMMA
STRESS BUSTER
DEATH RACE
HELL RAISER

PRO PAC # 46 = 12 BROTHERS 200G MULTISHOTS
WILD CARD, MAGIC CARPET, BEYOND 2000, HOLLYWOOD TRIP, STARKEEPER, LOST IN SPACE, EVIL ENEMY, MAGNIFICENT FESTIVAL, CALL THE SHOTS, TRACER, BLACK MAIL, HOLLOW POINT

PRO PAC # 47 = 12 BROTHERS FOUNTAINS
KRAKATOA, FAIRIES IN A JAR, HOUSE ON FIRE, SLIVER OF SILVER (ONE BOX), TOTALLY CIRCUS, FLIGHT OF FANCY, DUSTUP, ON A ROLL, LUCKY STAR, HUMDINGER, SPOOK SHOOTER, RARIN TO GO